
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Specific analytic/dynamic 
techniques 

Problem specific 
competences/specific 
adaptations 

Basic analytic/dynamic 
competences

Generic ther  
compete

Metacompetences 

Ability to engage client  

Ability to u rtake generic
assessment levant histor
and  identi g suitability 
interventio

Ability to deal with emotional 
content of sessions 

Ability to foster and maintain a 
good therapeutic alliance, and 
to grasp the client’s perspective  
and ‘world view’ 

Knowledge and un g 
of mental health p

Knowledge of basic princip and 
rationale of analytic/dynam proaches 

Ability to establish and manage
therapeutic frame and boundari

Knowledge of a model of 
therapy, and the ability to 
understand and employ the 
model  in practice  

Knowledge of, and  
operate within, pro
and ethical guidelines 

Ability to facilitate the exploration of the 
unconscious dynamics influencing 
relationships 

Ability to m e use of 
supervision

Ability to work with unconscio
communication 

Ability to work in the 
transference 

Ability to work with t
counter-transference 

Ability to recognise a ork 
with defences

Ability to establish an 
appropriate balance 
between interpretative and 
supportive work 

Ability to work thro  the 
termination phase of therapy 

Ability to make dynamic 
interpretations

Ability to help the clie ecome aware of 
unexpressed or uncon us feelings 

Ability to engage the client in 
analytic/dynamic therapy 

Ability to assess the likely bility of an 
analytic/dynamic approach

Ability to make use of the 
therapeutic relationship as a 
vehicle for change 

Ability to apply the model 
flexibly in response to  the 
client’s individual needs 
and context  

Mentalisation based 
treatment for Borderline 
Personality Disorder 
(Bateman & Fonagy) 

Transference Focused 
Psychotherapy for 
Borderline Personality 
Disorder (Clarkin). 

Panic focused  psychodynamic 
psychotherapy 

Supportive-Expressive 
Therapy  

Psychodynamic Interpersonal 
Therapy 

Ability maintain an anal dynamic 
focus 

Generic metacompetences

Capacity to use clinical 
judgment when  
implementing treatment 
models 

Capacity to adapt 
interventions  in response 
to client feedback 

Analytic-specific 
metacompetences

Ability to derive an analytic/ dy
formulation 

Interpersonal Group 
Psychotherapy for 
Borderline Personality  
Disorder (Marziali) 

Ability to m age endings 

Ability to maintain an analytic attitude 
nde
  (re
fyin
n)  

ak
 

an
Ability to identify and re nd to 
difficulties in the therapeutic relationship  

Ability to work with both the client’s 
internal and external reality 

Ability to identify and 
skillfully apply the most 
appropriate 
analytic/dynamic approach 

Time limited, interpretive 
group therapy for 
pathological bereavement 
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http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Generic_Therapeutic_Competences/Knowledge_MHP.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Generic_Therapeutic_Competences/Ethical_Guidelines.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Generic_Therapeutic_Competences/Knowledge_Model_Therapy.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Generic_Therapeutic_Competences/Engage_Client.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Generic_Therapeutic_Competences/Therapeutic_Alliance.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Generic_Therapeutic_Competences/Emotional_Content.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Generic_Therapeutic_Competences/Manage_Endings.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Generic_Therapeutic_Competences/Generic_Assessment.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Generic_Therapeutic_Competences/Supervision.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Metacompetences/maintain_analytic_attitude.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Basic_Analytic_Competences/knowledge_of_basic_principles.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Basic_Analytic_Competences/assessment_of_suitability.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Basic_Analytic_Competences/engage_the_client.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Basic_Analytic_Competences/derive_analytic_formulation.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Basic_Analytic_Competences/therapeutic_frame.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Basic_Analytic_Competences/unconscious_communication.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Basic_Analytic_Competences/explore_unconscious_dynamics.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Basic_Analytic_Competences/unconscious_feelings.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Basic_Analytic_Competences/maintain_analytic_focus.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Basic_Analytic_Competences/difficulties_in_relationship.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Basic_Analytic_Competences/work_with_reality.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Specific_Analytic_Techniques/make_dynamic_interpretations.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Specific_Analytic_Techniques/work_in_transference.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Specific_Analytic_Techniques/work_with_countertransference.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Specific_Analytic_Techniques/work_with_defences.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Specific_Analytic_Techniques/work_through_termination.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Problem_Specific_Competences/mentalisation_based_treatment.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Problem_Specific_Competences/transference_focused_psychotherapy.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Problem_Specific_Competences/interpersonal_group_psychotherapy.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Problem_Specific_Competences/panic_focused_psychotherapy.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Problem_Specific_Competences/psychodynamic_interpersonal_therapy.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Problem_Specific_Competences/interpretive_group_therapy.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Metacompetences/vehicle_for_change.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Metacompetences/apply_model_flexibly.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Metacompetences/balance_interpretive_&_supportive.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Metacompetences/identify_appropriate_intervention.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Metacompetences/analytic_metacompetences.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Generic_Therapeutic_Competences/Generic_Competences.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Basic_Analytic_Competences/basic_analytic_competences.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Specific_Analytic_Techniques/specific_analytic_techniques.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Metacompetences/generic_metacompetences.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Metacompetences/metacompetences.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Metacompetences/use_clinical_judgment.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/clinical-psychology/CORE/Psychodynamic_Competences/Metacompetences/adapt_to_feedback.pdf



